
Model 3K/M  Triple Play 

Tie up to 3  PS/2 mice or keyboards to one PC
Automatically switches to the device being used
Can extend distance to 100 feet
LED activity indicators
Release "Delay" switch
Compatible with Microsoft's Intellimouse

General
The Model 3K/M can be used to tie 3 ps/2 style (with small round 6 pin Mini-Din connector) mice or
keyboards to one PC.

It can accommodate AT style keyboards (with larger 5 pin Din connector) using optional adapters
(not included). The unit is not compatible with serial mice that use rectangular DB9 connectors.

Connection to the PC
The Triple Play  comes with a 6 ft cable for connection to the PC. This cable can be plugged into
either the keyboard port or the mouse port of the PC.

Operation
The Model 3K/M scans all the devices (keyboards or mice)  for sign of activity. When activity is
detected, the unit selects that station, illuminates the associated LED, and ignores the other
stations. To access the PC, just start typing or moving your mouse.

The period for which a station stays selected is determined by the DELAY switch setting. With
Delay Off, the unit resumes scanning after only a fraction of a second from the last keyboard input
or mouse motion. When Delay is On, a station stays selected for 2 seconds after the last activity. 

Limitations
Typically the three devices connected to the Triple Play should be identical. Even though the unit
may work with dissimilar mice or keyboards, it is best to  keep to the same brand and style.  Also,
when using long cables (longer then 75 feet), depending on the power requirement of the
keyboards, a special power supply may be needed.

3 Keyboards OR 3 Mice

NOTE

Do not plug or unplug cables while The PC is powered up
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